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CDS SPREADS IN ICELAND 

Source: International Monetary Fund, Iceland: 2008 Article IV Consultation, https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2008/cr08367.pdf

• (But what was the direction of causality?)



CDS SPREADS IN IRELAND 

Source:  http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&sid=asZ4LjhJJpZo
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THE CONTRACT UNDER 
OPTIMISM

Proposition 2: 
No sunspots
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DISCOUNTING

• The parameter R is the two-period return (from period 0 to period 2) on 
illiquid investments, but it is also the one-period discount rate (from period 1 
to period 2) of investors

• There is no modeling inconsistency: there are no agents in the model who 
discount utility from period 1 to period 2, so nothing that says anything about 
how agents view the passage of time between 0 and 1

• But we do have government spending in both period 0 and period 1, there are 
bonds issued in both period 0 and period 1, and these periods do correspond 
to the first two periods in a Diamond-Dybvig game

• So it seems odd for there to be no discounting between periods 0 and 1, and 
for debt to pay a zero return between period 0 and period 1



FEASIBILITY CONSTRAINTS
• Investors’ period 1 consumption is

• But if the endowment in period 1 is insufficient to cover 
government spending and consumption of early households, 
investors will be at a corner solution and the optimal 
contract is not feasible

• Also                            is an additional constraint on the 
allocations constructed in the paper (if there is “market 
clearing in the interbank market at zero trade”)

c1 = A1 −G1 −πc
E

G0 ≥ q0B0
B = q1B0

B ≥ πcE



PRIVATE SECTOR INSURANCE
Propositions 4 and 6: 

Sunspots; credible commitment to no bailout
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THE MODEL WITH MORAL 
HAZARD AND BAILOUTS

Propositions 3 and 5:
Sunspots; lack of credible commitment
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PROPOSITION 3
• “All government debt [in period 0] is held by banks as they receive the benefits of 

the debt buyback”

• “Along the equilibrium path, banks sell all the risky debt to investors at date 1”

• “Under a buyback scheme, the government will buy as much debt as banks supply at 
a price ...            ”

• “The investors are willing to lend as much as demanded in the interbank market”

q1
BB = 1

R



BANK RUNS

• A run on the banking sector à la Diamond-Dybvig is excluded, because the 
banks and the households negotiate an optimal contract

• There is a risk of bank failure, but only because there may be government 
default, and only off the equilibrium path

• Even in the case of bank failure and restructuring (off the equilibrium 
path), short-term liquidation of assets does not occur

• It would be nice to have a model where depositors can stage a run on the 
bank and where this leads to bailout (Northern Rock?)

• It would be even nicer to have speculative attacks on the currency as well



DEBT SENIORITY
• Two-period bonds issued in period 0 and one-period bonds issued in period 1 are 

perfect substitutes in the model

• Bonds held by banks and bonds held by investors are likewise perfect substitutes

• These are OK modeling assumptions, but reality is muddier

• On-the-run treasuries typically trade at a premium

• Seniority might depend on the class of bondholder

• The government could choose to selectively default on debt of particular maturity 

• This could be relevant even within the confines of the model -- the strategy set 
for banks could in principle include selective default as a possibility



GOVERNMENT FINANCES

• The government does not tax any of the economic activity of the banking 
or investment sectors

• The only tax is on the endowment of investors in period 2

• This allows taxes to be non-distortionary, but seems restrictive

• It also shuts down a potentially interesting channel: if banks liquidate 
assets in period 1, this will reduce the tax base, making government 
default more likely 

• Government spending is exogenous, and there is no government spending 
in period 2



POLICY IMPLICATIONS

• Commitment good; moral hazard bad!

• Can we change government incentives to make no bailout 
time consistent?

• Bank equity removes the incentive for government bailouts

• It would be worth including an explicit analysis of optimal 
capital requirements in the paper


